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ff|. Abstract

! We derive the complete angular distribution for the tj> —» 7T7r7 processes with two pions
in a C-even state which are of interest for the study of the /()(975) at a high luminosity e+e"

; collider such as the DA$NE </>-factory. These are e+e~ —> <f> —> fo-y —> iriry, the background
reaction e+e~ —> <j> —> irp —» TTTT7 and, for charged pions, the process e+e" —* p —* iriry and

f ! . the interference of the / 0 signal with this process.
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H^y The Frascati <f> factory DA^NE,1'1 beginning in 1995, will deliver a luminosity

f;

cm 2S ' , producing of the order of 5 billion 0's in four months of machine-on

time. While the primary goal of DA$NE is the study of CP-violation, an important

jl complementary goal is spectroscopy. One interesting example is the study of the lightest

' n scalar (/G JPC = O+ 0+ +) meson, the /o(975). If the /o is interpreted as a normal two-
J
7 quark bound state, predictions for many of its measured properties fail: for example

-1TP- . t its total width (much narrower than expected), its 77 couplings, and the ratio F(/o —»

£. 7T7r)/r(ao —» inr), OQ being the lightest 1~ 0 + + meson. Thus , more exotic possibilities

! have been proposed, such as four-quark and KK bound states (for recent discussions

' and references, see for example Refs. 2 and 3). One measurable quantity that would help

in choosing among these possibilities is the branching ratio BR(^ —* /07)- Currently, it

is only known to be less than 2 X 10~3 . For a four quark state it is expected to be

C?(10"4), for an ai state, O(10~ 5) , and for a diffuse KK system, smaller than O(10~5) .

In any case, D A $ N E will be a good place to study the /0 , with 5000 to 500,000 /o's

expected in four months of full luminosity.

In Refs. 4, 5, and 6, we studied in detail the feasibility of /9 spectroscopy at a high

luminosity e+e~~ collider such as DA$NE. We found that it should be highly successful,

in both the neutral mode 7T0ir°7 and the charged mode ?r+7r~7. One will be able to

determine the sign of the 0/o7 coupling, currently unknown, thanks to the interference

Ii between the / 0 signal and the final state radiation process (FSR), e+e~ —» p —> irny.

(-$* The BR(0 —> /07) will be determinable in. each mode to accuracies varying from a

fraction of a percent to ten percent, over the expected range of signal and background

BR's, and depending on the sign of the interference.

Background is a particular problem in the charged mode. In this case there are two

I ; main sources: initial state radiation, e+e~ —> /7*7 —» 7T+7r~7, which can be some two

to three orders of magnitude larger than the signal, but contributes incoherently, as it

is the only process in which the two pions are in a C-odd state; and FSR, which is

a factor of ten smaller than initial state radiation, but 1 ̂ es interfere with the signal.

The initial state radiation background is already well-known (see, e.g., Refs. 7, 8,

4). It is very sharply peaked for small angles between the photon and the beam, B1.

For example, by restricting | cos 07j < 0.9, this background is reduced by a factor of

7; however, the signal will at the same time be reduced somewhat. A knowledge of

the full angular distributions of the relevant C-even two-pion processes (the signal

e+e~ —> <f> —> /07 —» 7T7T7 and the background (VDM) e+e~ —» <j> —* itp —» iriry, and, for



I *
W*-, charged pions, FSR, and the interference between FSR and the signal) is thus essential

, i to choose cuts that improve the signal to background ratio, and is the subject of the

, present Letter. The angular distributions are of course also generally necessary for i
• *• ^

Ï any simulations of e+e~ —>(/>—> nny, and carry more information than the integrated
• J photon spectra.

ft One expects the photon distribution due to FSR to be peaked along the pions, that ^ <

f ; due to /o—»77T7r to have a (1 + cos207) dependence, and the interference contribution <

, . some combination of the two. One would hope to enhance the signal to background ratio
It,'

quoted in Ref. 4 by applying cuts to the collinearity between photon and pions. For this

1 to be done in a realistic way, one should consider a real detector , and use a Monte Carlo

tha t generates events following our distr ibutions, and tha t takes into account properly

the geometry and efficiency of the detector. Such an analysis has been done in Ref. 6. !

With the two cuts | c o s 0 7 | < 0.9 and | c o s ^ 7 | < 0.9 (where B^ is the angle between

the pions and the photon in the dipion rest frame) one retains 80% of the signal and

improves the signal t o background rat io by a factor of 5 t o 6.

To obtain these distr ibutions, it is essential to account for the polarization of the

decaying resonance, as produced in an e+e~ collision: we mus t calculate Feynman dia-

g rams s tar t ing with e + e ~ and average over e+e~ spins. T h e ampl i tude for <f>—*yX has

the general form A(<f> —* 7 X ) = e'^R^, which defines R11, with e**1 the polarization of <i

'1Jj the </>. The complete amplitude for e+e~—KJ>—ryX is given by .\_

A ^ , (1) ,f
where 1/D^(a) is the <j> propagator. The differential cross-section is given by

d<r{e+e- -> 0 -> fX) = J^ \A\2K. (2)
spins

For a decay to two particles, 1 and 2:

1 |fi|d

For a decay to three particles, 1, 2 and 3:

As usual, K. has an extra factor of = if there are two identical particles in the final state.

We note, for future convenience, that existing calculations done for <j> decay with the

4> unpolarized are easily converted by replacing the polarization vector product e'^e*"



with ItI+ + l+l"- -g^l- -1+ and dividing by M? to get the decay width of a (j> originating

p i T in an e+e~ collision. Here l± are the e+,e~ 4-momenta. Likewise in the following p, q

•> are 4-momenta and p • q is the Lorentz invariant scalar product. For <j> —> /07,

J where q is the photon momentum, e its polarization, and q* the <j> momentum. To then

Î
get the <j> -» /07 —» TT+TT"7 decay amplitude we need only multiply by the coupling

g, = A(fo —> TT+Ti--), and the /0 propagator, l/(MJg - iMJ0Tf0 - a'), where a' = MjJx =

•• M? - 2MQE1. There is no further angular dependence from the isotropic decay of the

/0 to pions. The amplitude must also be damped by the bound quark pair wavefunction

(see, for example, Refs. 9, 6).

For FSR,

R11 = 2sf2eg ( ( p_M - Ul J ̂ ^- + (p+M - \q'A ̂ ^ + eM ) , (6)

where p± are the pion momenta, and q* here is the p momentum. The interference

between these processes is proportional to 2JZ ĴZJ,, using the two R's given in eqs. (5)

and (6).

For 4> -> Kp -» TT+IT-7 (VDM),

J (7)

;"• ; where G = (3^2,/e
2)/(47r2/,r).

The most compact way to display our results is to borrow the notation of Creutz

and Einhorn. We initially did our calculations without knowing of this reference, and

in later checking agreement with the results given in ref. 7, found a factor of 1/2 and a

minus sign in their expression that we disagreed with. We have subsequently confirmed

! with the authors that these differences* were previously unnoticed typographical

"-""% errors in their published results. We define the dilepton and dipion scalar invariants

i s — (Z_ + Z+) • (Z- + Z+) and t = (p+ + p_) • (p+ + p_); the pion velocity in the dipion

rest frame, /3T = -\J\ — £/(1 — x); and the angles: <f>, between the e+e~7 plane and the

7T+7r~7 plane in either the lab frame or the dipion rest frame; &y, between photon and

,

- * The differences consist of an extra 1/2 in the second line of eq. (11) in their paper, and an opposite JS
sign on the cos 7 cos 8^1 term in the same line. Other apparent differences in form come from different

' . - conventions (our cos,-, is defined with the opposite sign from theirs) and are of no consequence.
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beam in the lab frame; and 6*-,, between the pions and the photon in the dipion rest

frame. Here we use x = 2E~,/\/s and £ = 4r7i2/s. The pion energy is related to O^ by

I where y = 2Erjs. £ 7 and ET are the energies of the photon and one of the pions in the

I lab frame. Our sign convention for cos <j> is specified by

ij, The most general form for the C-even w+ir~-y vertex may be written in terms of three

factors H\, H2 and H3 (we give the explicit forms for these factors in the cases we are
1 considering in eqs. (12)-(16)):

(10)

H3
 F

C here denotes the overall multiplicative factor in the front of each R11 in eqs. (5)-(7).

We then get the general expression

= C2s2

(5

- sin O
s

— \\- sind7sin^7cos(^)2 )
y s /

& +|£r s |
a(l + co82«7)/(2«)

'Vi r
\ V s '

l)P* J- sin^7cosS7sin^7cos0 + Re(H2HZWl\ ~ si
V s \ s

(sin^7cos^7cos^7cos(/) + y - sintfT7(l — sin207 cos2

V 5

Eq. (11) can be seen to be symmetric under 7r+ <-» 7r~ exchange (change of the sign of

COŜ x7) if we note that H\ is antisymmetric while .H2 and #3 are symmetric.

For the processes we are considering, we have:

/ 0 : J1=O, ^T2=O, H3=q-q* = sx/2, (12)

i.e., one term only, with a (1 + cos2 07) dependence and

s(* + y - I)(I-
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three terms with a complicated angular dependence. The only clear feature is that H%

i ft
i ; has the expected colh'near divergence regulated by the mass of the pions.

For VDM we have

h with
' >i i K'

V fti = , hi = — , h% = — (Ix + x£ — 2x — 2y + 2y). (15)
f i Q Q f l * v it / \ i _

,v'l o O O
,1

, ' ll I f/ I f I I / + —\ Mfi\

i !

The hi and h^ terms come from the direct and crossed diagrams, and the separate ;-

contributions from these diagrams and their interference may be easily written in terms

of the hi. For example, using Hi = hi/\D\ we get the result for the direct diagram alone,
r and replacing |Hi|2 by 2hih\KQ (UTJT) and Re (HiHj J by (hih'j + H[Hj)Re (jyjp) we get

the result for their interference.

For the Zo-FSR interference term, each HiHj factor in eq. (11) must be replaced

by Hi(Zo)^i(FSR) + Hi(FSR)Hj(Zo) and the C2 factor by C(fo)C(FSR). The Zo-VDM

• interference term can also be calculated this way but is small in comparison.

In conclusion, combining all these equations then gives the full angular dependence

\ for the two-ff C-even <^e+«- —• ft+ir~~f processes. <j>e+e- —> T°7r°7 is identical except

^J. for the factor of 1/2 in K, and the exclusion of those processes not present in the

neutral channel (final and initial s ta te radiat ion) . Three-dimensional graphs of these

distributions can be found in Refs. 4, 5 and 6. T h e angle <f> may be trivially integrated

> over by replacing cos2 <j> by j , and zos<j> by zero (after first expanding the squared

expression in the second line of eq. ( H ) ) . We have checked tha t integrat ing these

', jj results over c(^' "* yields the previously found results derived without s tar t ing from

e+e~.
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